Subtype-specific regulation of receptor internalization and recycling by the carboxyl-terminal domains of the human A1 and rat A3 adenosine receptors: consequences for agonist-stimulated translocation of arrestin3.
In this study, we have characterized the differential effects on inhibitory adenosine receptor (AR) trafficking of disrupting predicted sites for palmitoylation and phosphorylation within each receptor's carboxyl terminus. While a Cys(302,305)Ala-mutated rat A(3)AR mutant internalizes significantly faster than the wild-type (WT) receptor in response to agonist exposure, analogous mutation of the human A(1)AR (Cys(309)Ala) had no effect on receptor internalization. Moreover, unlike the WT A(3)AR, the entire pool of internalized mutant A(3)AR is able to recycle back to the plasma membrane following agonist removal. These properties do not reflect utilization of an alternative trafficking pathway, as internalized WT and mutant A(3)ARs both accumulate into transferrin receptor-positive endosomal compartments. However, receptor accumulation into endosomes is dependent upon prior G-protein-coupled receptor kinase (GRK)-mediated phosphorylation of the receptor's carboxyl terminus, as replacement of the carboxyl-terminal domain of the human A(1)AR with the 14 GRK-phosphorylated amino acids of the rat A(3)AR confers rapid agonist-mediated endosomal accumulation of the resulting chimeric A(1)CT3AR. Sensitivity to GRK-mediated phosphorylation also dictates the distinct redistribution of arrestin3 observed upon agonist exposure. Thus, while the nonphosphorylated A(1)AR redistributes arrestin3 from the cytoplasm to punctate clusters at the plasma membrane, GRK-phosphorylated WT and Cys(302,305)Ala-mutated A(3)ARs, as well as the A(1)CT3AR chimera, each induce the redistribution of arrestin3 into punctate accumulations both at the plasma membrane and within the cytoplasm. Neither the human A(1)AR nor the rat A(3)AR colocalized with arrestin3 under basal or agonist-stimulated conditions. Together, these results demonstrate that inhibitory AR-mediated changes in arrestin3 distribution are subtype-specific, with specificity correlating with the sensitivity of the receptor's carboxyl-terminal domain to GRK phosphorylation. In the case of the rat A(3)AR, sensitivity to GRK-mediated internalization appears to be regulated in part by the integrity of putative palmitate attachment sites upstream of its GRK phosphoacceptor sites.